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ABSTRACT 

Choosing a college is one of the toughest and most important decisions of a student’s life. College 

life period have a huge impact on remaining life. It’s a time for career formation. Among all the 

chaos of choosing the right college and ring not to miss admission deadline, students often get 

confused while choosing between a private college and govt. College. Goodwill of college and 

student network helps to choose college. Students who believe on top facilities, infrastructure and 

teaching system opt for private college while who believe in conventional system opt for govt. 

college. Trend of seek admission in govt. college is studied in present study. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Higher secondary pass students are not unknown for college education, related issues and right way 

to choose a good college according to their career demand. Research in this field shows that private 

colleges are much better than government colleges. Today's conditions of government colleges is 

very poor as vacant posts of teachers, no attention of teachers in study, no focus of student in study, 

teachers come to college late, no proper discipline.  

Govt. colleges are funded by state govt. They have sufficient fund however they don’t expense on 

making qualities. Private colleges do not receive any fund from govt. and rely on tuition fee collected 

from students and private contribution thus the tuition fees charged from students is high as 

compared to that of Govt. College.  

On the matter of infra-structure, govt. colleges usually lag behind. With bad conditions lab, library, 

equipment’s, furniture, lack of advance technology, quality of education provided to a student is 

hampered. Private colleges have good, attractive infrastructure, smart class rooms, high tech lab, 

advance office administration. 
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The quality of teaching in an institute depends on teachers. In govt. system, teachers are highly 

qualified, experienced and high salaried. But in absence of spirit of teaching, lack of accountability 

they are not responsible for students. Gossips among teachers in staff room during teaching hours 

are very common scene of govt. colleges. There is no supervision or direction for teachers. On the 

other hand private colleges have qualified, dedicated, sincere, more sophisticated teachers. They 

have high tech teaching system, devoted and helpful in imparting quality of education. Private 

colleges have smaller class in terms of student strength which enables the teacher to pay attention 

to every student. Govt. Colleges have big strength in a class room and student didn’t receive 

attention as requires. More and more companies visit private colleges for placement and students 

are selected in some of the top companies at handsome salary. Govt. colleges don’t need such 

efforts.  

 OBJECTIVE OF STUDY 

To find out student likes for govt. colleges gender wise 

To find out student likes for govt. colleges locality wise 

HYPOTHESIS 

There is no significant likes of male students for govt. colleges 

There is no significant likes of female students for govt. colleges 

There is no significant likes of rural students for govt. colleges 

There is no significant likes of urban students for govt. colleges 

METHODOLOGY  

Descriptive survey was method used for present study. 1000 students of 10 govt. and 10 private 

schools were randomly selected. From every school, higher secondary pass 50 students were taken 

for study. Boys and girls, rural and urban students were taken in equal ratio. Sample was tested for 

liking regarding college of their choice using a self-prepared test paper. Student feedback was 

tabulated and comparatively analysed using mean, standard deviation, t value statistical tool.  

FINDING AND ANALYSIS 

Table 1: Status of Student Liking Gender wise 

Locality 

Mean Value Standard Deviation 

t value 
Govt. 

College 

Liking 

Private 

College 

Liking 

Govt. 

College 

Liking 

Private 

College 

Liking 

Male 56.7 41.5 1.12 1.23 
0.82 

Female 53.2 47.8 0.98 1.04 
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Table 2: Status of Student Liking Locality wise 

Locality 

Mean Value Standard Deviation 

t value 
Govt. 

College 

Liking 

Private 

College 

Liking 

Govt. 

College 

Liking 

Private 

College 

Liking 

Rural 58.2 34.6 0.93 0.76 
0.79 

Urban 53.7 31.4 0.98 0.84 

 

 

Chart: Status of Student Liking Gender wise and Locality wise 

Gender wise comparison shows that male student’s liking for govt. college is 56.7 whereas for 

female 60.2. Female students liking is greater for private college rather than Govt. College while 

male student likes is higher for Govt. College. Hence hypothesis 1, there is no significant likes of male 

students for govt. colleges is rejected. Hypothesis 2, there is no significant likes of female students 

for govt. colleges is accepted. 

Locality wise data exhibits higher liking of rural students for Govt. College. Its mean value found 

58.2, while for private college liking is 34.6. Urban student’s data also show same trend, liking for 

govt. college is greater i.e., 53.7 and for private college is 31.4. Thus, hypothesis 3 there is no 

significant likes of rural students for govt. colleges is rejected. Hypothesis 4, there is no significant 

likes of urban students for govt. colleges is rejected. 
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CONCLUSION 

Government colleges are very few in number; everyone is not able to get admission in Government 

College. But there is a lack of discipline; strictness, proper guidance, teaching system, funds are not 

used in developmental activities. The only need for the betterment of Govt. College is to use their 

potential efficiently. It's difficult for the government to maintain all colleges. So, it's better to give 

some responsibility to private organizations. Because private colleges have much better discipline, 

good communication between students, attention to teachers for students, focus on study, other 

activities like sports, seminar, presentation, competition exam etc. Discipline is there because 

teachers are strict, well education system which helps students to make a proud career; Teachers 

are well aware how to teach students. Through privatization, quality of education is improving; 

students are becoming familiar with the competitive world. Higher secondary pass students need 

awareness to take right decision. These days they are opting govt. colleges as they are unknown 

about private colleges, their facilities, infrastructure, fees, teaching system, student support system, 

and career prospects.  
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